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Short description of the organisation/researcher 
 
Short description of the organisation:  
 
Özyeğin University (OzU), founded in 2007, in Istanbul, Turkey as a non-profit foundation 
university, positions itself to be one of the most innovative and research-oriented universities in 
Turkey. OzU has ranked in the top 10 in the Entrepreneurial and Innovative University Index, 
prepared in the leadership of the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey 
(TUBITAK) since 2012. In the Times Higher Education (THE) Emerging Economies University 
Rankings 2021, OzU is ranked in the top 250 universities and named one of the top five foundation 
universities in Turkey. 
 
There are six Faculties (Faculty of Engineering, Faculty of Social Sciences, Faculty of Law, Faculty 
of Business, Faculty of Aviation and Aeronautical Science and Faculty of Architecture and Design), 
three Graduate Schools (Graduate School of Engineering, Graduate School of Business and 
Graduate School of Social Sciences), two Schools (School of Applied Sciences and School of 
Languages) and eight Research Centers (Center for Computational Finance, Center for Energy, 
Environment and Economy (EÇEM), Research, Development, Training and Application Center for 
Energy Efficient LED Lighting (EVATEG), Centre of Excellence in Optical Wireless Communication 
Technologies Applied Research (OKATEM), Center of Technology Products, Center for 
Entrepreneurship, Alp Alkas Retail & Real Estate Center, German Law Application and Research 
Center) hosting 8.000 undergraduate, 686 graduate and 207 doctorate students and 462 academic 
staff in OzU. In 2012, in order to contribute to the leading research university role of OzU, 
Technology Transfer Office was established to support researchers about national and 
international grants applications, promote and contribute university-industry collaborations, and to 
manage all IPRs. Additionally, OzU has a Start-up Factory in order to guide and develop 
entrepreneurs. 
 
As of December 2021, OzU’s research portfolio has reached 150 Million TL with 662 projects. This 
budget mainly comes from the EU and TÜBİTAK funds; and the rest from industrial partnerships 
and other funding institutions. Since 2013, OzU has 275 patent applications, 92 registered patents 
and 3 utility model registrations. Since 2020, transfer of 6 patents in Intellectual and Industrial 
Property Rights (IPR) portfolio, has been carried out. There is a wide range of technologies 
developed at OzU including those in Lighting and Energy Technologies, Mechanical and Thermal 
Technologies, Information and Communication Technologies, Health and Food Technologies, 
Industrial Application, Construction Materials, Educational Technologies. 
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Short biographies of the researchers:  

Dr. Leyla Adiloğlu-Yalçınkaya received BSc in Aviation Management at Anadolu University, MSc 
in International Business at Marmara University and PhD in Management and Organization at 
Anadolu University in Turkey. She teaches Airport Management & Marketing and Safety 
Management System courses at Özyeğin University, Istanbul. Dr. Adiloğlu-Yalçınkaya is authorized 
by the National Aviation Authority as a Safety & Compliance Monitoring Manager and has ten years 
experience in Safety and Quality management in higher education. Her research mainly focuses on 
airline business model and organizational theory Europass cv. 

Dr. Luis MARTIN-DOMINGO is a researcher and senior lecturer at Ozyegin University in Istanbul 
and has a holistic view of the Air Transport sector gained during the last 30 years. He has PhD. in 
Air Transport and Tourism Management and hands-on experience in Airlines and Airports in Europe 
and China. Currently, he teaches air transport management courses and research with focus on 
the passenger experience using technology. Some teaching innovations include flipped classroom 
methods and hybrid courses (online/face-to-face) since 2016. Thus, the pandemic did not affect his 
courses much. In research, to study the passenger experience he has recently used Twitter 
comments from passengers to measure Airport Service Quality (ASQ) using Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) methods. Europass cv  

Mehmet Ertürk obtained his B.Sc. Degree in Aviation Management from Anadolu University and 
also he obtained a minor degree in Business Administration. Then he completed his M.Sc. degree 
in Aviation Management at Anadolu University. Now he continues his PhD at Eskişehir Technical 
University/Aviation Management Program. During his undergraduate, he worked at Sky Airlines, 
Celebi Ground Handling Co. at Antalya Airport and Turkish Airlines Czech Republic Office. Also he 
completed one semester at Pardubice University/Transport Faculty as an exchange student. 
Europass cv. 

 

Specific skills and proposed activities related to the topic 
HORIZON-CL5-2022-D5-01-13- Digital aviation technologies for new aviation business models, 
services, emerging global threats and industrial competitiveness 
 

Researcher’s statement: 
Özyeğin University partners have strong education and research expertise in aviation related 
subjects especially about innovative technologies, service quality in aviation, airline business 
models. The researchers have actively worked with industry representatives in order to discuss 
new improvements, new approaches in the operations. Part of this team has actively played a role 
in several projects of the digital transformation of airlines and airports during the last two decades.  
In 1997 telephone technology allowed airlines to consolidate airline reservation centers. The first 
consolidation initiative was to centralize small reservation centers, acting as silos with different 
phone numbers, into large call centers where calls from different numbers and geographical 
locations were answered from one single location. Part of this team participated in the consolidation 
of all Star Alliance call centers, distributed in different cities in the south of Europe, in a large airline 
call centre in the island of Palma de Mallorca with trained agents in different languages and 
products. In 2002 airlines digitized all the travel process with the introduction of electronic tickets 
and part of this research team coordinated the implementation worldwide of the electronic ticket for 
the Scandinavian Airlines Group. One of the key expertise was to act as a mediator between 
technical and front liner teams. Research on traveler’s acceptance, together with training to front 
line staff played an important role for a successful implementation. In 2003, in parallel with the 
electronic ticket transformation, the Internet allowed airlines to start to sell their tickets online. Part 
of this team actively participated in the creation of one airline internet portal that allowed air 
passengers purchasing their tickets from their home or office and going directly to the airport. After 
improvement of the mobile applications, part of this team researched the adoption of this new 
mobile technology by airports (2011 – 2015) and concluded that in addition to providing new 
services ‘on the go’ this new technology could be used to generate new revenue. The theory 
included in a PhD research of Dr. Martin-Domingo was applied to one airport in China (Xian Airport) 
and one airport in Europe (Frankfurt Airport). From 2015 social media started to be widely used in 

https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/eprofile/shared-profile/63808b0d-05a6-48a3-b4bf-1e3fac9b4cde?view=html
https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/eprofile/shared-profile/61242feb-41d7-4340-871e-5592fbd5fcfe?view=html
https://europa.eu/europass/eportfolio/api/eprofile/shared-profile/4eefb1ad-bb80-4e78-be38-aa046d15bdd4?view=html
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the aviation industry. For example, It started to be common to see comments in Twitter posted by 
air passengers while going through an airport. This research team has been collecting Tweets from 
100 airports around the world since 2016 and using Artificial Intelligence (AI) to measure airport 
service quality and identifying areas of improvement by airports. The following are a sample of 
recent publications, for which Dr. Martin-Domingo records a short video presentation that positively 
contributes to the dissemination of his research.  
 

● Barakat, H., Yeniterzi, R., & Martín-Domingo, L. (2021). Applying deep learning models to 
twitter data to detect airport service quality. Journal of Air Transport Management, 91, 
102003. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jairtraman.2020.102003 - Video Presentation Link  - Local 
Paper Download  
 

● Fox, S., & Martín-Domingo, L. (2020). EU Air Passengers’ Rights Past, Present, And 
Future: In an Uncertain World (Regulation (EC) 261/2004: Evaluation and Case Study) | 
Journal of Air Law and Commerce. Journal of Air Law and Commerce, 85(2), 271–307. 
https://smulawjournals.org/jalc/2020/10/30/eu-air-passengers-rights-past-present-future/  
Video presentation Link  - Local Paper Download  
 

● Martin-Domingo, L., Martín, J. C., & Mandsberg, G. (2019). Social media as a resource for 
sentiment analysis of Airport Service Quality (ASQ). Journal of Air Transport Management, 
78, 106–115. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jairtraman.2019.01.004  

 

Besides such international experience and research in aviation innovation, part of this team have 
conducted studies with the support of the industry representatives and scholars from different 
universities, as part of PhD thesis in management and organization program, about evolution of the 
airline business models and relation relation with this evolution and macro level factors. The 
followings are samples of recent publications of Dr. Leyla Adiloğlu-Yalçınkaya which are related to 
business models in aviation and innovation management.  

● Adiloğlu-Yalçınkaya, L., & Besler, S. (2021). Institutional factors influencing business 
models: The case of Turkish Airlines. Journal of Air Transport Management, 91, 101989. 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jairtraman.2020.101989 

● Adiloğlu-Yalçınkaya L., Besler S. (2020) Evolution of Airline Business Models: The Case of 
Pegasus Airlines. In: Horobet A., Polychronidou P., Karasavvoglou A. (eds) Business 
Performance and Financial Institutions in Europe. Contributions to Economics. Springer, 
Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-57517-5_4 

● Baranskaitė, E. & Adiloğlu-Yalçinkaya, L. (2018), Transformation of Tourism: Innovations in 
the World’s Busiest Airports. 14th International Strategic Management Conference, Prague-
Czechia. 12-14 July 2018. https://dx.doi.org/10.15405/epsbs.2019.01.02.42  

● Üçler, Ç. & Adiloğlu-Yalçinkaya, L., (2018), Innovation management system: what is & how 
to establish it?.  A Critical Review of Social Sciences: Theory and Practice. 

In the context of the ability of transferring the knowledge to the practice, M. Ertürk has provided 
training related to airline business models and strategic management to one of the successful airline 
companies in Turkey. Also, Mr. Ertürk has analyzed the organizational structures in the aviation 
training industry within the context of the master thesis. His research mainly focuses on aviation 
management topics. He also holds certificates approved by Directorate General of Civil Aviation in 
Turkey: Training of Trainer, Air Law and Air Traffic Procedures, Operational Procedures in Airlines. 
Mr. Ertürk worked at Özyeğin University, Faculty of Aviation and Aeronautical sciences as a 
Research Assistant between 2014 and 2018 and he has been teaching at Pilot Training and Aviation 
Management departments since 2018.  
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Project Partner / 
starting date 

Main objectives Main activities Role in the project 

Scandinavian Airlines 
(SAS) Group & Star 
Alliance / 2000 

Airline call centre 
consolidation in South 
West Europe 

*Research 
Researcher, 
Consultant 

Spanair (SAS’s 
subsidiary) / 2002 

Implementation of the 
airline electronic ticket 

*Coordination of technical 
and front-line teams 
*Implementation of training 

Project Manager 

Spanair (SAS’s 
subsidiary) (2003) 

Implementation of the 
internet Portal 

*Market research 
*Coordination between 
software and front-line 
teams 

Project Manager 

Spanair (SAS’s 
group) 2005 

Transformation from a 
Multi-site paper based 
operation to a 
paperless organization 

*Digitalization of all the 
international agreements 

Project Owner 

Research Paper : 
Airport Mobile Internet 
(2012-2016) 

Working on the 
adoption of mobile 
technology by airports 

*Research Researcher 

Research Paper : 
Twitter to measure 
Airport (2016 - 2020) 

Twitter data to measure 
Airport Service Quality 

*Research Researcher 

Turkish Civil Aviation 
Authority (2015-2017) 

Working on the safety 
performance indicators 
of approved training 
organization 

*Recommendation on 
safety performance 
indicators 

Member of SMS 
Coordination 
Committee 

Research Paper : 
Business models 

Analysis of the 
business models of 
airlines 

*Research Researcher 

Pegasus Airlines 

Training related to 
airline business models 
and strategic 
management 

*Research and sharing 
knowledge 

Presenter 

 
 
 

 


